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CLICK BASED TRADING WITH INTUITIVE

GRID DISPLAY OF MARKET DEPTH

5

Field of Invention

10

The present invention is directed to the electronic trading of

commodities. Specifically, the invention provides a trader with a

versatile and efficient tool for executing trades. It facilitates the

display of and the rapid placement of trade orders within the market

15 trading depth of a commodity. where a commodity includes anything

that can be traded with quantities and/or prices.

Background Of The Invention

20 At least 60 exchanges throughout the world utilize electronic

trading in varying degrees to trade stocks, bonds, futures, options and

other products. These electronic exchanges are based on three

components: mainframe computers (host), communications servers,

and the exchange participants' computers (client). The host fonns the

25 electronic heart of the fully computerized electronic trading system.

The system's operations cover order-matching, maintaining order

books and positions, price infonnation, and
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managing and updating the database for the online trading day as well as nightly

batch mns. The host is also equipped with external interfaces that "maintain

uninterrupted online contact to quote vendors and other price' information

systems. '

5

Traders can link to the host through three types of structures: high

speed data lInes, high speed communications servers and the ~et. High

speed data lInes establish direct connections between the client and the host.

Another connection can be established by configuring high speed networks or

10 communications serverS at strategic access points worldwide in locations where

traders physically are located. Data is transmitted in both directions. between

traders and exchanges vis dedicated high speed communication lInes. Most

exchange participants install two llnes between the exchange and the client site

or between the communication server and the client site as a safety measure

"15 against potential failures. An eXchange's internal compoter system is also often

installed with backups as a redundant measure" to secure system availability.

The !hind connection utilizes the Internet. Here, the exchange and the traders

communicate back and forth through high speed data lInes, which are connected

to the Internet. This allows traders to be located anywhere they can estabIisb a

20 connection to the Internet.

Irrespective of the way in which a connection is estIlbIisbed, the

exchange participants' computers allow tr8ders to participate in the market.

They use software" that creates speci,liw! interactive trading =ns on the

2S traders' desktops. The tradirig s=ns enable "traders to enter and execute

orders, obtain market quotes, and monitor positions. The range and quality of

features available to traders on their screens varies according to the specific

software application being run. The installation of open interfaces in the

development of an excbange's electronic strategy means users can choose,

30 depending on their trading style and internal requirements, the means by which

they will access the excbange.
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The world's stock, bond, futures and options exchanges have volatile

products with prices that move rapidly. To profit in these markets, traders

must be able to react quickly. A skilled trader with the quickest software, the

fastest commurtications, and the most sophisticated analytics can significantly

5 improve his own' or his firm's bottom line. Tbe slightest speed advantage can

generate significant returns in a fast moving market. In today's securities

markets, a trader lacking a technologically advanced interface is at a severe

competitive disadvantage.

10 Irrespective of what interface a trader uses to enter orders in the market,

each market supplies and requires the same information to and from· every

trader. The bids and as](S in the market make up the market data and everyone

logged on to trade can receive this information if the eXchange provides it.

Similarly, every exchange requires that certain information be included in each

·15 order. For example, traders must sUpply information like the name of the

commodity, quantity, restrictions, price and multiple other variables. Without

all of this information, the market will not accept the order. This input and

output of information is the same for every trader.

20 With these variables being constant, a competitive speed advantage must

come from other aspects of the trading eycle. When analyzing the time it takes

.to place a trade order for a given commodity, various steps contribute· in'
. .'

different amounts to the total time required. Approximately 8 % of the total

time it takes to enter an order elapses between the moment the host generates

25 the price for the commodity and the moment the client receives the price. The

time it takes for the client application to display the price to the trader amounts

to approximately 4 %. The time it takes for a trade order to be tnuismitted to

the host amoun!s to approximately 8%. The remainder of the total time it takes

"to place an order, approximately 80 %, is attributable to the time required for

. 30 the trader to read the prices displayed and to enter a trade order. The present

invention provides a significant advantage during the slowest portion of the

trading eyde - while the trader manually enters his order. Traders recognize

I



that the value of time savings in this portion may amount to millions of dollars

annually.

In existing systems, multiple elements of an order must be entered prior

5 to an order being sent to market, which is time consllming for the trader. Such

elements include the commodity SYmbol, the desired price, the quantity and

whether a bUy or a sell order is desired. The more time a trader taIa:s entering

an order, the more likely the price on which he wanted to bid or offer will

changcor not be available in the market. The market is fluid as many traders

10 are sending orders to the market simultaneously. It fact, successfnl markets

strive. to have such a high volume of trading that any trader who wishes to enter

an order will find a match and have the order filled quickly, if not immediateiy.

In such liquid markets, the prices of the commodities fluct"ate nipidly. On a

trading screen, this results in rapid changes in the price and quantity fields

15 within the market grid. If a trader intends 10 enter an order at a particular

price, but misses the price because the market prices movcil ~rc he could

enter the order, he may lose hundreds, thousands. even millions of do1lars. The

faster a trader can trade, the less likely it will be that he will miss his price and

the more 1ikc1y he will make money.·

20

Summary OfThe Inyention

The inventors have ilcvelopcd the· present invention which ovezeomes

the drawbacks of the existing trading systems and dramatically redllCCS the time

2S it takes for a trader 10 place a trade when electronically trading on an exchange.

This; in turn, increases the likelihood that the trader will have orders filled at

desirable prices and quantities•.
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According to the present invention, there is provided an order entry device

according to claim 1.

According to the present invention, there is further provided a method of enabling

5 trading of a commodity according to claim 25.

According to the invention, there is also provided a computer program which, when

executed on a computer, is arranged to enable trading of a commodity according to

claim 37.

10

The "Mercury" display and trading method of the present invention ensures fast

and accurate execution of trades by displaying market depth on a venical or

horizontal plane, which fluctuates logically up or down, left or right
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across the plane as the market prices fluctuates. This allows the trader to trade

qUickly and efficiently.

Specifically, the present invention is directed to a graphical user

5 interface for displaying the market depth of a commodity traded in a market,

including a dynamic display for a plurality of bids and for a plurality of asia; in

!he market for the commodity and a static display of prices correspo~g to the

plura1ity of bids and asks. In this embodiment the pluralities of bids and asks

are dynamically displayed in alignment with the prices corresponding thereto.

10 Also described herein is a method and system ·for placing trade orders using

such displays.

These embodiments, and others described in greater detail berein,

provide the trader with improved efficiency and versatility in placing, and thus

15 executing, trade orders for commodities in an electronic exchange. Other

features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent to those

skilled in the art from the following detailed description. It should be

understood, however, thatthe detailed description and specific examples, while

indicating preterred embodiments of the present invention, are given by way of

20 illustration and not limitation. Many changes and modifications within the

scope of the present invention may be made without departing from the spirit

!hereof, and the invention includes all such modifications.

Brief Description Of The Drawings

25

Figure 1 illustrates the network connections between multiple exchanges

and client sites;

Figure 2 illustrates screen display showing the inside market and the
"

market depth of a given commodity being traded;

30 Figure 3 illustrates the Mercury display of the present invention;

Figure 4 illustrates the Mercury display at a later time showing the

movement of values when compared to Figure 3;
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Figure 5 illustrates a Mercury display with parameters set in order to

exemplify the Mercury trading method; and

Figure 6 is a flowchart illustrating the process for Mercury display and

trading;

5
"

10

15

Detailed Description Of The Preferred Embodiments

.As described with reference to the accompanying figures, the present
..

invention provides a display and trading method to ensure fast and accurate

execution of trades by disPlaying Jl1l!Iket .h,pth on a vertical or horizontal plane,

which fluctuates logically up or down, left or right across the plane as the

market prices fluctuates. This allows the trader to place trade orders quick:1y

and efficiently. Acommodity's market depth is the current bid and ask prices

and quantities in the market. The display and trading method of the invention

increase the likelihood that the trader will be able to execute orders at desirable

prices and quantities.

In the preferred embodiment, the present invention is implemented on a

computer or electronic terminal. The computer is able to communicate either

20 directly or indirectly (using intermediate devices) with the exchange to receive

and transmit market, commodity, and trading order inforinalion. It is able to

interact with the trader and to generate contents and characteristics of a trade

order to be sent to the exchange. It is envisioned that the system of the present

invention can be implemented on any existing or future termina1 or device with

25 the processing capability to perform the functions described berein. The scope

of the present invention is not limited by the type of terminal or device used.

Further, the specification refers to a single click of a mouse as a means for user

input and interaction with the termina1 display as an example of a single action
" .

of the USer. While this descnbes a preferred mode of interaction, the scope of

30 the present invention is not limited to the use of a mouse as the input device or

to the click of a mouse button as the user's single action. Rather, any action by

a user within a sbortperiod of time, whether comprising one or more clicks of a



mouse button or other input device, is considered a single action of the USer for

the purposes of the present invention.

"

The system can be configured to allow for trading in a single or in

5 multiple exchanges siinultaneously. Connection of the system of the present

invention with multiple exchanges is illustrated in Figure 1. This figure shows

multiple host exchanges 101-103 connected through routers 10+106 to,

gateways 107-109. Multiple client terntina1s 110-116 for use as trading stations

can then trade in the multiple exchanges through their connection to the

10 gateways 107-109. When the system is configured to receive data from

multiple eXchanges, then the preferred implementation is to translate..the data

from various exchanges into " simple format. This "translation" function 'is

, described below with reference to Figure 1. An applications program interface

("rr API" as depicted in the figure) translates the incoming data formats from

15 the different exchanges to a simple preferred data format. This trimslation

function may be disposed anywhere in the network, for example, at the gateway

server, at the individual workstations or at both. In addition, the storage at

gateway servers and at the client workstations, and/or other extema1 storage

cache historical data such as order books which list the client's active orders in

20 the market; that is, those orders that have neither been filled nor cancelled.

Information from different exchanges can be displayed at one or in multiple

windows at the client workstation. Accordingly, while reference is made

through the remainder of the specification to a single exchange to which a

trading termina1 is connected, the scope of the invention includes the ability to

25 trade, in accordance with the 'trading methods described herein, in multiple

exchanges using a single trading termina1.

The preferred embodiments of the present invention includC the display
"of "Market Depth" and allow traders to view the market depth of a commodity

30 and to execute trades within the market depth with a single click of a computer

mouse button. Market Depth represents the order book with the current bid and

ask prices and quantities in the market. In ,other words, Market Depth is each

r
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,

bid and ask that was entered into the market, subject to the limits noted

below, in addition to the inside market. For a commodity being traded,

the "inside market" is the highest bid price and the lowest ask price.

5 The exchange sends the price, order and fill information to each

trader on the exchange. The present invention processes this

information and maps it through simple algorithms and mapping tables

to positions in a theoretical grid program or any other comparable

mapping technique for mapping data to a screen. The physical mapping

10 of such information to a screen grid can be done by any technique

known to those skilled in the art. The present invention is not limited by

the method used to map the data to the screen display.

How far into the market depth the present invention can display

15 depends on how much of the market depth the exchange provides. Some

exchanges supply an infinite market depth, while others provide no

market depth or only a few orders away from the inside market. The

user of the present invention can a1so chose how far into the market

depth to display on his screen.

20

Figure 2 illustrates a pnor art type of screen display. This

display shows the inside market and the market depth of a given

commodity being traded. Row I represents the "inside market" for the

commodity being traded which is the best (highest) bid price and

25 quantity and the best (lowest) ask price and quantity. Rows 2-5

represent the "market depth" for the commodity being traded. The

display of market depth (rows 2-5) lists the available next-best bids, in

column 203, and asks, in column 204. The working bid and ask quantity

for each price level is also displayed in columns 202 and 205

30 respectively (inside market - row I). Prices and quantities for the inside

market and market depth update dynamically on a real time basis as such

information is relayed from the market.



In the screen display shown in Figure 2, the commodity (contract)

being traded is represented in row 1 by the character string "CDHO".

The Depth column 201 will infonn the trader of a status by displaying

different colors. Yellow indicates that the program application 15

5 waiting for data. Red indicates that the Market Depth has failed to

receive the data from the server and has "timed out". Green indicates

that the data has just been updated. The other column headings in this

and all of the other figures, are defined as follows. BidQty (Bid

Quanlily): the quantity for each working bid, BidPrc (Bid Price): the

10 price for each working bid, AskPrc (Ask Price): the price for each

working ask, AskQty (Ask Quantity): the quantity for each working ask,

Las/Pre (Last Price): the price for the last bid and ask that were matched

in the market and LastQty (Last Quantity): the quantity traded at the last

price. Total represents the total quantity traded of the given commodity.

IS

The configuration of the screen display itself infonns the user in

a more convenient and efficient manner than existing systems. Traders

gain a significant advantage by seeing the market depth because they can

see trends in the orders in the market. The market depth display shows

20 the trader the interest the market has in a given commodity at different

price levels. If a large amount of bids or asks are in the market near the

trader's position, he may feel he should sell or buy before the inside

market reaches the morass of orders. A lack of orders above or below

the inside market might prompt a trader to enter orders near the inside

25 market. Without seeing the market depth, no such strategies could be

utilized. Having the dynamic market depth, including the bid and ask

quantities and prices of a traded commodity aligned with and displayed

below the current inside market of the commodity conveys the

infonnation to the user in a more intuitive and easily understandable

30 manner. Trends in the trading of the commodity and other relevant

characteristics are more easily identifiable by the user through the use of

the display.

\<::>
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Various abbreviations are used in the screen displays, and specifically,

in the column beadings of the screen displays reproduced berein. Some

abbreviations bave been discussed above. A list of common abbreviations and

their meanings is provided in Table 1.
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Table I - Abbreviations

-. -E) ~. '- _. . . .I' '. •ilL ....,· ...JiJ '." . ...... . .. ,
M.orth Expiration MonlhlYear TheoBld Theoretical BId PrIi::s

".;.

Bid Mbl"(1} 8IdM~rID ThooAsk Theorellcal Ask Price
. Wol1dng Buys for enUre Group Qucll!i AcUon (Sends

WrkBUY&\2I ; '0 QAct individual quotes) •

BldQty Bid Quanlity .QQ Test BIcI Quote quanBty

ThnhBidfI) Threshold Bid Price .QP Test Ski OUotS Prlce

.,..... Bid Price MktBQQ Market BId Quote Quantity

Bid Qty Accum AcoJmulabtd BId Quantity MIdBQP Markel Bk:I Quota PrlcB

a.:Ictm ......../~
BldPrcAvg BId PrIce Average Q.... ""''''-

,
..

AsIlPn:Avg Ask PrIce Average MktAQQ Mal1<s1 Ask Quote Qusnllty

AskQty Accum AooJrnulatBd Ask Quanlll:y . MktAQP MarketAsk: Quote PrIce

Ask""' Ask ""'" AQP Ask Quotlll PrIce

ThrahAsk('ll Threshold Ask PrIcII!I AQQ Ask """" QuanlI1y

Ask"" Ask Cuan'aty Imp BldQtyIl) Implied BId Quanllty
Wcwklng SaIs forentlre Group

""'...... ID imp Bk1Pn:III 1~liBd BId Price

AIIk Mbrtli Ask Member tD Imp AskQtyt$) implied Ask Ouanltty

N..... Nst PosItion mp AskPrclsl ImpBed Ask PI\ce
Change n DeIWi given 1 pt

FfNetPos Fast FIll Net Poslfl!3n Gom"""" change nunclertflng
Change In pOce gMln 1 pt......... Las' """ ...... change nUnderlying

WlQty Last Ouanllty V...... ........,-
Price dlange gtven 1%

Total Tala! Traded Cuanlly V_ dlange k1 Vail
PrIce change ghIen 1%

High HJoh """ -- d1ange'"~ rale

""" ............""", day
Low Low """ Thota", ...,-

Al:tIYate I dsacllYn!l dldc
Open Opening Prlca CllckTrd Ir.iIdi'lg by connCl:

Aucllllll, CIcIaeG. ....... Not
Tr.dIIIIe,~"""'8'"

Close Closing PrIce S (StotuS) ~.... '"
"

Chn. Last Prk:e-l.asl Close Expby ExplraBon MonthlVear

Tho....., Theonlllcal Price
.
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As described herein, the display and trading method of the present

invention provide the user with certain advantages over systems in which a

display' of market depth, as shown in Figure 2, is used. The Mercury display

5 and trading metlfod of the present invention ensure fast and accurttte execution

of trades by displaying market depth On a vertical or horizontal plane, which

fluctuates logically up or down, left or right across the- plane as the market

prices fluctuates. This allows the trader to trade quickly and efficiently. An

example of such a Mercury display is illustrated in the screen display of Figure

10 3.

The display of market depth and the manner in which traders trade

within the market., depth can be effected in different manners, which many

traders will find materially better. faster and more accurate. In addition, some

15 traders may find the display of market depth to be difficult to follow. In the

display shoWn in Figure 2. the market depth is displayed vertically so that both

Bid and Ask. prices descend the grid. The Bid prices descend the market grid as

the prices decrease. Ask prices also descend the market grid as these prices

actually increase. 1bis combination may be considered counterintuitive and

20 difficult to follow by some traders.

The Mercury ~lay overcomes this problem in an innovative and

logical manner. Mercury also provides 'an ~rder eIJtry system, market grid, fill

window and summary of market or!iers in one simple window. Such a

2S condensed display materially simplifies the trading system by. entering and

tracking trades in an extremely efficient manner. Mercury displays market

depth in a logical. vertical fashion or horizontally or at some other Convenient

angle or configuration. A vertical field is shown in the figures and descnbed
"for convenience. but the field could be horizontal or at an angle. In turn,

30 Mercury further increases the speed of trading and the likelihood of entering

orders a,t desired prices with desired quantities. In the preferred embodiment of

the invention, the MercUry display is a static vertical coluinn of prices with the

,1...
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bid and ask quantities displayed in vertical columns to the side tif the price

column and aligned with the corresponding bid and ask prices. An example of

this display is shown in Figure 3.

-'-.

':
5 Bid quantities are in the column 1003 labeled BidQ and ask' quantiti9'

are in column 1004 labeled AskQ. The representative ticks from prices for the
..

given commodity are shown in column 1005. The column does nilt list the

whole prices (e.g. 95.89), but rather, just the last two digits (e.g. 89). In the

example shown, the inside market, cells 1020, is 18 (best bid quantity) at 89

10 (best bid price) and 20 (best ask quantity) at 90 (best ask price). In the

preferred erobodiment or' the invention, these three columns are 'shown in

different colors so that the trader can quickly distingnisb between them.

The values in the price column are static; that is, they do not normally

15 change positions unless. a re-centering command is received (discussed in detail

later). the values in the Bid and Ask columns however, are dynamic; that is,

they move up and down (in the vertical example) to reflect the market depth for

the given commodity. The LTQ column 1006 shows the last traded quantity of

the commodity. The relative position of the quantity value with respect to the

20 Price values reflects the price at which that quantity was traded. Column 1001

labeled FJW (enteredlworking) displays the current slams of the trader's ciders.

The Slams of each order is displayed in the price row where it was entered. For
. - .. .

example, in ccl1s 1007, the number next to S indicates the number of the

trader's ordered lots that have been sold at the price in the specific row. The

25 number next to W indicates the nomber of the trader's ordered lots that are in

the market, but have not been filled-i.e. the system is working on filling the

order. Blaoks in this column indicate that~ are entered or working at that

price. In cells 1008, the number next to B indicates the number of.the trader's
. '"

ordered lots that have been bought at the price in the specific row. The nomber

30 next to W indicates the number of the trader's ordered lots that are in the

market, but have not been filled-i.e. the system is working on filling the order.
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Various parameters are set and information is provided in column 1002.

For example, "10:48:44" in cell 1009 shows the actual time of day. The L and

R fields in cell 1010 indicate a quantity value, which may be added'to the order

quantity entered. This process is explained below with respect to trading under

5 Mercury. Below the L and R fields, in cell lOll, a number appears whi<;h

represents the current market volume. This is the number of lots that have been

traded for the <;hosen contract. Cell 1012, "X 10", displays the Net Quantity"

the current position of the trader on the <;hosen contract. The number "10"

represents the trader's buys minus sells. Cell 1013 is the "Current Quantity";

10 this field represents the quantity for the neXt order that the trader will send to

market. This can be adjusted with right and left clicks (up and down) or by

clicking the buttons which appear below the Current Quantity in cells 1014.

These buttons increase the current quantity by the indicated amount; for

example, "10" will increase it by 10; :IH" will increase it by 100; "IK" will

IS increase it by 1000. Cell lOIS is the Oear button; clicking this button will

clear the Current Quantity field. Cell 1016 is the Quantity Description; this is a

pull down menu allowing the trader to chose from three Quantity Descriptions.
, .

'The pull down menu is displayed when the arrow button in the window is

clicked. The window includes NetPos, Offset and a field allowing the trader to

20 enter numbers. Placing a number in this field will set a default buy Or sell

qwlntity. Choosing "Offset" in this field will enable the UR buttons of cell

1010. Choosing "NetPos" in this field will set the current Net Quantity

(trader's net position) as the trader's quantity for his next trade. Cell 1017 are

+/- buttons; these buttons will alter the size of the screen--either larger (+) or

25 smaller (-). Cell 1018 is used to invoke Net 0; clicking this button will reset

the Net Quantity (cell 1011) to zero. Cell 1019 is used to invoke Net Real;

clicking this button will reset the Net Quantity (cell 1011) to its aetoa1 position.

The inside market and market depth ascend and descend as prices in the

30 market increase and decrease. For example, Figure 4 shows a Screen

displaying the same market as that of Figure 3 but at a later interval where the.
inside market, cells 1101, has risen three ticks. Here, the inside market for the
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commodity i' 43 (best bid quantity) at 92 (be,t bid price) and 63 (beSt ask

quantity) ·at 93 (be't ask price). In comparing Figures 3 and 4, it can be .'een

that the price column remained static, but the corresponding bids abd.asks ro,e

up the price colUIJ!Il. Market Depth similarly ascends and descends' the price

5 column, leaving avertical history of the market.

A' the market ascends or descends the price colUlllIl. the inside market

migbt go above or below the price column displayed on a trader's screen.

Usually a trader will want to be able to see the inside market to assess future

10 trades. The system of the present invemion addresses Ibis problem with a one

click centering feature. With a single click at any point within the gray area,

lOll, below the "Net Real" buttOn, the 'ystem will re-<:enter the inside market

on the trader's screen. Also. when using a three-button mouse, a click of the

middle mouse button, irrespective of the location of the mouse poinler, will le-

IS center the inside market on the trader's screen.

The same information and features can be displayed and enabled in a

horizontal fashion. Just as the market ascends and descends the vertical

Mercury display shown in Figures 3 and 4, the market will move left and right

20 in the borizontal Mercury display. The same dala and the 'arne information

gleaned from the dynamical display of the dala is provided. It is envisioDed that

other orientations can be used to dynamically display the data and such

orientations are intended to come within the scope of the present invemion.

25 Next, trading commOdities, and specifically, the placement of trade.

orders using the Mercury display is described. Using the Mercury display and

trading method, a trader would fir,t do;signate the desired commodity and, if

applicable, the default quantities. Then he can trade with single clicks of the

"right or. left mouse button. The following equations are used by the system to

30 generate trade orders and to determine the quantity and price to be associated

with the trade order. The following abbreviations are used in these formulas: P

= Price value of row clicked, R = Value in R field, L = Value in L field, Q
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= Current Quantity, Q. = Total of all quantities in AskQ column ai an equal or

better price than P, Q, = Total of all quantities in BidQ column at ail eq\tal or
, ,

better price than P, N = Current Net Position, Bo = Buy order sent to ,market .

and So = Sell order sent to market.

5

Any order entered using right mouse button

Bo = (Q; + R)P (Eq. 1) If BidQ field clicked.

So = (Q. + R)P (Eq. 2) If AskQ field clicked.

10 Qrders entered using lbe left mousebul!On

If "Offset" mode chosen in Quantity Description field then:

Bo = (Q. + L)P (Eq. 3) IfBidQ field clicked.

So = (Q. + L)P (Eq. 4) IfAskQ field clicked.

If "number" mode chosen in Quantity Description field then:

15 Bo = QP (Eq. 5) ,

So = QP (Eq. 6)

If "NetPos" mode chosen in Quantity Description field then:

Bo = NP (Eq. 7)

So = NP (Eq. 8)

20

Orders can also be sent to market for qwmtities that vary according to

the quantities available in lbe market; quantities pr<:set by the trader; and whick
- "

mouse button the trader clicks. Using this feature, a trader can buy or sell all

of lbe bids or asks in the market at or better than a chosen price wilb one click.

25 The trader could also add or 'subtract a preset quantity from the qnantities

outstanding in the market. If the trader clicks in a trading cell-i.e. in lbe BidQ

or AskQ oolumn,. be will enter an order in lbe market. The parameiers of the

order depend on whicb mouse button he clicks and what preset values he set.

30 Using lbe screen display and values from Figure 5, the placement of

trade orders using lbe Mercury display and trading method is now descn1led

using examples. A left click on the 18 in the BidQ column 1201 will send an
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order to market to buy 17 lots (quantity # chosen on the QnantityDesciiptio~

pull down menn cell 1204) of the commodity at a price of 89 (the corresponding

piice in the Prc column 1203). Similarly, a left click on the 20 in the AskQ .

column 1202 will send an order to market to·sell 17 lots at a price of 90.

5

Using the right mouse holton, an order would he sent to market at the

price that corresponds to the row clicked for the total quantity. of orders in the

market that equal or better the price in that row plus the quantity in the R field

1205. Thus, a right click in the AskQ column 1202 in the 87 price row will

10 send a sell order to market at a price of 87 and a quantity of 150. 150 is the

sum of all the quantities 30, 97, 18 and 5. 30, 97 and 18 are io11 of the

quantities in the market that would meet or better the trader's sell order price of

87. These quantities are displayed in the BidQ column 1201 because this

column represents the orders outstanding in the market to purchase the

15 commodity at each corresponding price. The quantity 5 is the quantity pre-set

in the R field 1205.

Similarly, a right click in the BidQ column 1201 at the same price level

of 87 would send a buy limit order to market for a quantity of 5 at a price of

20 87. The quantity is determined in the same manner as above. In this example,

though, there are no orders in the market that equal or better the chosen price 

there are no quantities.in the AskQ column 1202 that equal or better this price.

Therefore, the sum of the equal or better quantities is zero ("0"). The total

order entered by the trader will be the value in the R field, which is 5.

25

An order entered with the left mouse button and the "Offset" option

chosen in the quantity description field 1204 will be calculated in the same way

as above, but the quantity in the L field 1206 will be added instead of the

quantity in the R field 1205. Thus, a left click in the BidQ column 1201 in the

30 92 price tow will send a bUy order to market at a price of 92 and a quantity of

96. 96 is the sum of all the quantities 45, 28, 20 and 3. 45, 28 and 20 are all

quantities in the market that would meet or better the trader's hoy order price of

I'l-



92. These quantities are displayed in the AskQ column 1202 because this

column represents the orders outstanding in the market to sell the COD)Diodity at

each corresponding price. The quantity 3 is the quantity pre-set in the L field

1206.

5

The values in the L or R fields may be negative numbers. Thi! would

effectively decrease the total quantity sent to market. 10 other words, in the

example of a right click in the AskQ column 1202 in the 87 price row, if the R

field was -5, the total quantity sent to market would be 140 (30 + 97 + 18 +
10 (-5».

If a trader chose the "NetPos' option in the quantity description field

12M, a right click would still work as explained above.. A left click would

enter an order with a price corresponding ·to the price row clicked and a

15 quantity equal to the current Net position of the trader. The Net position of the

trader is the the. trader's cnrrent position on the chosen contract. 10 other

words, if the trader bas bonght 10 more contracts than he has sold, this value

would be 10. NetPos would not affect the quantity of an order sent with a right

click.

20

If the trader chose a number valne in the quantity description, a left click

would send an order to market for the _current quantity chosen by the trader.

The default value of the current quantity will be the number entered in the

quantity description field, but it could be changed by adjnsting the figure in the

25 CwIen! quantity field 1204.

This embodiment of the invention also allows a trader to delete all of his

working trades with a single click of either the right or left mouse button. .

anywhere in the last traded quantity (LTQ) column 1207. This allows. trader

30 to exit the market immediately. Traders will use this feature when they are

losing money 2nd want to stop the losses from pilliilg up. Traders may also use

this feature to quickly exit the market upon makiog a desired profit. The



invention also allows a trader to delete all of his orders from the market at a

particular price level. A click with either mouse button in the EnteredlWorking

(EfW) column 1208 will delete all working orders in the cell that Was clicked.

Thus, .if a .trader believes that previously sent orders at a particularcprice that

5 have !lot been filled would be poor trades, be can delete these oiders with a

single click.

The process for placing trade orders using the Mercury display and

trading method of the present invention as described above is shown in the
. .

10 flowchart of Figure 6. First, in step 1301, the trader has the Mercury display

on the trading terminal screen showing the market for a given commOdity. In

step 1302, the parameters are set in the appropriate fields, snch as the L andR

fields and the Curreni Quantity, NetPos or Offset fields from the pull down

menno In step 1303, the mouse pointer is positioned and clicked over a cell in

15 the Mercury display by the trader. In step 1304, the system determines whether

the cell clicked is a tradeable cell (i.e. in the AskQ column or BidQ column). If

not, then in step 1305, no trade order is ereated or sent and, rather, other

quantities are adjusted or functions are performed based upon the cell selected.

Otherwise, in step 1306, the system determines whether it was the left or the

20 right button of the mouse that was clicked. If it was the right, then in step

1307, the system will use the quantity in the R field when it determines the total

quantity of the order in step 1310. If the left button was clicked, then in step

1308, the system determines which quantity description was chosen: Offset,

NetPos or an aetual number.

25

IfOffset was chosen, then the system, in step 1309, will use the quantity

in the L field when it determines the total quantity of the order in step 1310. If

NetPos was chosen, then the system, in step 1312, will determine that the total
. . . I

quantity for the trade order will be current NetPos value, i.e. the net position of

30 the trader in the given commodity. If an actual nmnber was used as the

quantity description, then, in step 1.311, the system will determine that the total

quantity for the trade order will be the curr.ent quantity entered. In step 1310,



the system will determine that the total quantity for the trade order will be the

value of the R field (if step 1307 was taken) or the value of the L fie,ld' (if step

1309 was taken) plus all quantities in the market for prices better ihan tir equal

to the price in the row clicked. This will add up the quantities for ea:i:h order in

5 the market that will fill the order being entered by the trader (plus the L or.R

value).

After either steps 1310, 1311 or 1312, the system, in step 1313,

determines which column Was clicked, BidQ or AskQ. If AskQ vias clicked,

10 then, in step 1314, the system sends a selI limit order to the market at the price

corresponding to the row for the total quantity as already determined.--If BidQ

was clicked, then, in step 1315, the system sends a buy limit order to the

market at the price. corresponding to the row for the total quantity as already

determined.

15

It sbould be understood that the above description of the invention and

specific examples, wbile indicating preferred embodiments of the present

. invention, are given by way of illustration and not limitation. Many changes

and modifications within the scope of the present invention may be made

20 without departing from the spirit thereof, and the present invention includes all

such changes and modifications.
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Claims

I. A device for enabling trading of a commodity on an electronic exchange, the

commodity having an inside market with a highest bid price and a lowest ask price,

comprising:

an interface for receiving data relating to said commodity from the electronic

exchange, the data comprising at least a current highest bid price and a lowest ask price

available for the commodity;

a common field ofstatic prices;

a first indicator aligned with a first price level in the field of static prices, the first

indicator being associated with the current highest bid price;

a second indicator aligned witb a second price level in the field ofstatic prices,

the second indicator being associated with the current lowest ask price;

wherdn at least one of the first and second indicators moves relative to the field

ofstatic prices when the inside market changes;

the device being configured to receive a re-centring command and in response to

receipt of the command, to re-centre the inside market.

2. A device according to claim 1, wherein the re-centring command comprises a

predetermined action of a user input device.

3. A device according to claim 2, wherein the predetermined action of the user

input device comprises a single action at a predetermined location.

4. A device according to claim 2, wherein the predetermined action of the user

inpul device comprises a click of a middle mouse bunon on a three-button mouse.

5. A device according to claim 1 arranged to display the market depth of the

commodity comprising a plurality ofbids and asks, and prices corresponding to the bids

and asks, wherein the device is configured to re-centre said prices about an inside market

price on receipt of the re-centring command.
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6. A device according to anyone of the preceding claims, wherein the first

indicator is displayed in one ofa plurality of locations in a bid display region and wherein

the second indicator is displayed in one of a plurality of locations in an ask display

region.

7. A device according to claim 6, wherein each location of the bid display region

corresponds to a different price level along the field ofstatic prices and each location of

the ask display region corresponds to a different price level

along the field of static prices.

8. A device according to claim 6 or 7, wherein the bid display region is separate

from.the ask display region.

9. A device according (0 anyone ofclaims 6 to 8, wherein the bid and ask display

regions comprise columns with a plurality ofcells that are displayed as a grid such that

the cells of each column are aligned.

10. A device according to anyone of claims 6 to 9, wherein the bid and ask display

regions Bre oriented vertically.

11. A device according to anyone of claims 6 to 10, wherein the bid and ask

display regions are oriented horizontally.

12. A device according to anyone of claims 6 to II, wherein one of the plurality of

locations of the bid display region comprises a blank. region in which there is no first

indicator displayed.
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13. A device according to anyone of claims 6 to 12, wherein one of the plurality of

locations of the ask display region comprises a blank region in which there is no second

indicator displayed.

14. A device according to anyone of the preceding claims, further comprising

means for displaying an entered order indicator in relation to a price level in the field of

static prices.

15. A device according to claim 14, wherein the entered order indicator is displayed

in an entered order region.

16. A device according to claim 15, wherein the entered order region comprises a

plurality ofcells, each cell corresponding to a price level in the field of static prices.

17. A device according to claim 15 or 16, wherein the entered order indicator is

selectable by the user input means so as to receive a command to delete an order

represented by the entered order indicator.

18. A device according to anyone of the preceding claims, further comprising

means for displaying a last trade indicator in association with the field ofstatic prices.

19. A device according to claim 18, wherein the last trade indicator is displayed in a

last trade region.

20. A device according to anyone of the preceding claims, including means for

generating the field ofstatic prices.

21. A device according to anyone of the preceding claims, wherein the first and

second indicators comprise numbers.
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22. A device according to claim 21, wherein the first indicator comprises the total

number of bids in the market at !.he highest bid price and wherein !.he second indicator

comprises the total number ofasks in the market at the highest ask price.

23. A device according to anyone of the preceding claims configured to receive

market infonnation data from the electronic exchange.

24. A device according to anyone ofclaims 1 to 23, configured to receive market

infonnation data from multiple exchanges for display in one'or multiple windows.

25. A method ofenabling trading of a commodity being traded on an electronic

exchange having an inside market with a highest bid price and a lowest ask price

comprising:

receiving data relating to said commodity from the electronic exchange, the data

comprising at least a current highest bid price and a current lowest ask price available for

the commodity;

displaying a common field of static prices;

displaying a first indicator aligned with a first price level in the field ofstatic

-prices, the first indicator being associated with the highest bid price;

displaying a second indicator aligned with a second price level in the field of

static prices, the second indicator being associated with the lowest ask price;

wherein at least one of the first and second indicators moves relative to the field

ofstatic prices when the inside market changes, the method further comprising the step

of:

receiving a ~-eentring command; and

in response to the command, re-centring the inside market.

26. A method according to claim 25, comprising perfonning an action of a user

input device to send the re-centring command.
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27. A method according to claim 26, wherein the action of the user input device

comprises clicking at a predetennined location in the display.

28. A method according to claim 26, wherein the action of the user input device

comprises clicking on a middle mouse button on a three-button mouse.

29. A method according to claim 25, comprising displaying the market depth of the

commodity comprising a plurality of bids and asks, and prices corresponding to the bids

and asks, the method further comprising re-centring said prices about an inside market

price on receipt of the re-centring command.

30. A method according to anyone of claims 25 to 29, further comprising

displaying an entered order indicator in relation to a price level in the field of static

pnces.

31. A method according to claim 30. comprising selecting the entered order

indicator so as to delete the order represented by it at the associated price level.

32. A method according to anyone ofclaims 25 to 31, further comprising

displaying a last trade indicator in association with the field of static prices.

33. A method according to anyone of claims 25 to 32, further comprising updating

the display of the first indicator such that the first indicator is displayed at a different

location that is aligned with a third price level different from the first price level in the

field ofstatic prices, when the highest bid price changes.

34. A method according to anyone ofclaims 25 to 33, further comprising updating

the display of the second indicator such that the second indicator is displayed at a

different location that is aligned with a fourth price level different than the second price

level in the field ofstatic prices, when the lowest ask price changes.
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35. A method according to anyone of claims 25 to 34, further comprising the steps

of dynamically displaying a third indicator aligned with a third price level different than

the ftrst price level in the field of static prices, the lhird indicator associated with at least

one order in the market to buy the commodity; and

dynamically displaying a fourth indicator aligned with a fourth price level

different than the second price level in the field of static prices, the fourth indicator

associated with at least one order in the market to sell the commodity.

36. A computer program having program code therein for execution on a computer.

adapted for execution of all of the steps of anyone of claims 25 to 35.

37. A computer program which, when executed on a computer, is arranged to

enable trading of a commodity being traded on an electronic exchange having an inside

market with a highest bid price and a lowest ask price. the program comprising:

an interface for receiving data relating to said commodity from the electronic

! -- exchange, the data comprising at least a current highest bid price and a lowest ask price

~avai1Bble for the commodity;

means for displaying a field ofpnces having static price levels;

means for displaying a first indicator aligned with a first price level in the field of

static prices, the first indicator being associated with the highest bid price;

means for displaying a second indicator aligned with a second price level in the

field ofstatic prices, the second indicator being associated with the lowest ask price;

means for causing at least one of the first and second indicators to move relative

to the field of static prices when the inside market changes;

means for receiving.8 rc--centring command; and

means arranged, in response to receipt of the command, to re-centre the inside

market.
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